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Abstract—Quantum dots (QDs)-based backlight greatly en-
hances the color performance for liquid crystal displays (LCDs).
In this review paper, we start with a brief introduction of QD
backlight, and then present a systematic photometric approach
to reveal the remarkable advantages of QD backlight over white
LED, such as much wider color gamut, higher optical efficiency,
enhanced ambient contrast ratio, and smaller color shift. Some
popular LC modes are investigated, including twisted nematic,
fringing field switching (FFS) for touch panels, multi-domain
vertical alignment (MVA) for TVs, and blue phase liquid crystal
(BPLC) for next-generation displays. Especially, QD-enhanced
BPLC combines the major advantages of FFS and submillisecond
response time. It has potential to become a unified display solution.

Index Terms—Blue phase liquid crystal (BPLC), fringe field
switching (FFS), liquid crystal display (LCD), quantum dots
(QDs).

I. INTRODUCTION

A FTER half a century of extensive material research and
device development, followed by massive investment in

advanced manufacturing technology, thin-film transistor liquid
crystal display (TFT LCD) has become the dominant flat panel
display technology [1]. Nowadays, LCDs are ubiquitous in our
daily lives; their applications span from smartphones, tablets,
computers, large-screen TVs, and data projectors, just to name
a few. Recently, there are debates between LCD and organic
light emitting diode (OLED) camps: who wins [2]–[5]?
Fig. 1 compares eight performance metrics between in-plane

switching (IPS) LCD and RGB OLED for mobile displays.
From Fig. 1, LCD is leading in lifetime, power consumption,
resolution density and cost; comparable in ambient contrast
ratio [3]–[5] and viewing angle, but inferior to OLED in
module thickness/flexibility, color and response time. OLED is
an emissive device, so its viewing angle, dark state, and module
thickness should be superior to those of LCD. However,
these gaps are gradually narrowed by the film-compensated
multi-domain LC structures, local dimming of backlight (which
leads to dynamic contrast ratio over 1,000,000:1), and edge-lit
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison of in-plane-switching LCD (IPS-LCD) and
RGB OLED. (This chart is modified from [4].)

or ultra-thin backlight module (thickness 2 mm) [6]–[8].
The ambient contrast ratios reported by different groups vary
slightly [3], [5], but in general they are comparable. The re-
maining two major challenges for the LCD camp to catch up
are response time and vivid colors.
To reduce LC response time, polymer-stabilized blue phase

liquid crystal (PS-BPLC) is emerging [9]. Its nano-structure and
short coherence length lead to submillisecond response time,
which is essential for eliminating image blurs and enabling color
sequential display [10]–[12]. With rapid advance in BPLC ma-
terials and device structures, the driving voltage has been re-
duced to , while maintaining fast response time,
high contrast ratio, and negligible hysteresis [13]–[17]. Unlike
the current status that fringing field switching (FFS) is favored
for touch panels [18]–[21] while MVA (multi-domain vertical
alignment) [22], [23] for TVs, IPS-based BPLC merges the ad-
vantages of IPS (wide view, weak color shift and pressure re-
sistance) and MVA (high contrast ratio and fast response time)
into one. It has potential to offer a total solution for all kinds of
display applications, including mobiles and TVs.
Good color performance needs to fulfill a proper white point

(for appropriate image shades), wide color gamut (for greater
color reproduction range), and ideally no color shift (for better
color reproduction accuracy) [8]. A LCD with white LED back-
light (blue LED-pumped yellow phosphor) has about 75–80%
AdobeRGB color gamut, while commercial OLED covers
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100 AdobeRGB color space [5]. Besides that, LCD has no-
ticeable color shift issue due to angular dependent effective bire-
fringence [8]. To enhance color performance, LCD camp needs
to systematically optimize the light source, color filters (CFs),
and LC mode.
Several approaches have been proposed to widen the LCD

color gamut, but they either sacrifice light efficiency or addmore
cost. Narrowing the bandwidth of color filters would lead to
purer primary colors, but the transmittance is significantly re-
duced [24]. On the light source side, newly developed white
LED with green/red phosphor materials has narrower emission
bandwidth, but its efficiency is not yet satisfactory [25]. Dis-
crete RGB LEDs can significantly expand the color gamut, but
they require separated driving circuits [26], [27]. In addition, the
availability of high efficiency green LED remains a challenge,
which is known as green gap.
Recently, a promising new backlight technology involving

quantum dots (QDs) is emerging [28]–[32]. It uses blue LED
to excite the green/red QD mixture. The full emission spectrum
consists of three well-separated peaks, corresponding to three
highly saturated primary colors. Several companies are actively
engaged into this area, including material providers (Nanosys,
QD vision, Nanoco), device developers (3M, Pacific Lighting)
as well as TV manufacturers (Samsung, LG, Sony, Amazon)
[33]–[38]. As a matter of fact, Amazon has recently introduced
Kindle Fire HDX 7 and Sony introduced Triluminos TV with
QD-enhanced backlight.
In this review paper, we present the recent progress and

remaining challenges related to QD-enhanced LCDs. In com-
parison with white LED, QD backlight exhibits following
advantages: higher light efficiency 15 –20 , wider color
gamut (115% AdobeRGB in CIE 1931 and 140% in CIE 1976
color space), excellent color purity under ambient condition,
and smaller color shift. Two QD-based LCD systems are used
as examples here: 1) by integrating QD backlight with FFS
mode [21], [39]–[43], we can achieve high optical efficiency,
wide viewing angle, and vivid colors for mobile displays and 2)
by integrating QD backlight with IPS-based blue phase LCD,
we can achieve vivid color and submillisecond response time
for both mobile displays and TVs.

II. BASICS OF QD BACKLIGHT

QDs are semiconductor nanocrystals with diameter of 2
10 nm. As the electrons and holes are confined in such small
particles, quantum confinement effects dominate their physical
properties [44]. Fig. 2 depicts the bandgap diagram of QDs. Un-
like bulk material, the energy levels of QDs are discrete and af-
fected by both material property and particle size. The system
can be described by a finite quantum well problem, and the ef-
fective bandgap that determines the energy (and hence color) of
the fluorescent light can be approximated by Brus equation [45]:

(1)

where is the bandgap of bulk semiconductor, is the par-
ticle radius, and and are effective mass of electron and
hole, respectively. From (1), the QD’s optical properties can be
varied by changing the particle size. For example, when using

Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of QD bandgap diagram. (b) Vivid fluorescent colors
when QDs with different sizes are excited by an UV light.

Fig. 3. (a) Structure of core-shell QD. (b) Bandgap diagram of type-I core-shell
QD.

an ultraviolet light to excite CdSe QDs with different particle
sizes, the fluorescence color can cover the entire visible range.
A larger leads to a longer wavelength emission. For indus-
trial application, finding a high quality fluorescent material at
certain wavelength could be challenging. For example, green
inorganic semiconductor materials have relatively low quantum
efficiency, while blue emissive organic materials have low ef-
ficiency as well as limited device lifetime. QDs enable us to
obtain any specific color emission via varying the particle size
while using the same material system. This property opens a
new design freedom. For example, we can engineer QD’s emis-
sion spectrum to match with color filters for boosting optical
efficiency and widening color gamut simultaneously.
Another desirable feature of QDs is their high-purity emis-

sion colors. The emission of a QD sample is the convolution
of fluorescence emission of each individual QD in a popula-
tion. Therefore, the line-width is determined by inhomogeneous
broadening of QD particle size distribution. Current chemical
synthesis techniques manifest excellent controllability over par-
ticle size distribution, it can provide batches of QDs containing
10 particles that are all within atom of thickness varia-

tion [37]. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of Cd-based
QDs is around 30 nm. Moreover, new colloidal particles in the
form of platelets show 10-nm FWHM [46], [47]. Such a narrow
emission line-width would undoubtedly produce an exceedingly
wide color gamut.
To enhance quantum efficiency and material stability, QDs

used for display and lighting usually have Type-I core-shell
structure and organic ligands [48], [49]. Fig. 3(a) shows the
core-shell structure: the core QD is covered by a shell with
larger band gap, and then surrounded by organic ligands.
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Fig. 4. Normalized emission spectrum of green/red CdS(Se)/ZnS QDs (solid
lines) and green/red InP/ZnS QDs (dashed lines).

The organic ligands provide excellent surface passivation and
eliminate deleterious surface states [29], [49]. The core-shell
structure effectively confines the wavefunction of exciton
within the core [Fig. 3(b)], which leads to high recombination
rate and enhanced emission quantum efficiency. As a matter
of fact, Cd-based QD materials have been found with 95
quantum efficiency and 30 000 hours of lifetime [36].
Various QD materials have been synthesized and studied, in-

cluding II–VI semiconductors (ZnS, CdSe, CdS, ZnSe), III–V
semiconductors (InP), ternary semiconductors CuInS , and
doped material (ZnSe:Mn) [50]–[53]. Among them, Cd-based
QDs are most popular for display and lighting applications due
to their high quantum efficiency 95 and narrow linewidth
( 30 nm). However, Cd is toxic and is regulated by
several countries. Recently there are intensive efforts to seek a
non-Cd replacement. Among all the alternative materials, InP
based QDs are the most promising candidates, whose quantum
efficiency is comparable to the best performing CdSe QDs, but
its emission linewidth is somewhat broader [51]. Fig. 4 shows
the normalized emission spectrum of four QD materials. The
Cd-based QDs exhibit a 30-nm FWHM, while the InP QDs
is 50 nm. Two reasons account for this broadening spectrum:
1) the chemical synthesis method of InP QDs is not yet ma-
ture enough and 2) the quantum confinement effect in InP QDs
is much stronger, therefore InP emission is more susceptible to
particle size variation [50]. InP QDs will be more attractive for
display once their FWHM can be further reduced.
Both electroluminescence (EL) and photoluminescence (PL)

have been developed for display applications. In EL mode, the
QDs are activated by electronic energy to directly emit colored
lights [31], [32]. Its working principle is very similar to that of
OLED. As a result, the EL QD is termed as quantum-dot light
emitting diodes (QLED). Although the QLED performance is
rapidly improved in recent years, it may still take several years
to fully compete with OLED [54].
In PL devices, QDs are usually pumped by a UV lamp or an

InGaN blue LED. Here, QDs play a similar role to conventional
phosphors, but with more design freedom and better color pu-
rity. The PL mode only involves pure optical process and has a
relatively simple structure. Such a QD device is cost effective
and reliable, thus, it is ready for commercial applications.

Fig. 5. Three different QD backlight geometries. (a) QD is included in the LED
dome. (b) QD is on the edge of light guide plate, called quantum rail. (c) QD is
on the top surface of light guide plate, called QDEF.

Fig. 6. A typical LCD system with QDEF structure.

QDs can be dispersed in a polymer matrix, processed with ex-
isting optical film technique, and conveniently integrated with
current LCD backlight system. As Fig. 5 depicts, there are three
likely choices to implement QD [34]: 1) on LED chip [33]; 2)
on the edge of light guide plate (LGP), known as ‘Quantum rail’
or ‘Color IQ’ by different companies [36]; and 3) on the top
surface of LGP as a film, called “quantum dot enhanced film
(QDEF)” [35]. Among the three configurations, the on-chip ap-
proach consumes minimum amount of QD materials. Neverthe-
less, QDs encapsulated on-chip would operate at high tempera-
ture 150 C and exposed to intensive light excitation. This
may significantly decrease QD’s quantum efficiency and life-
time. Packaging problem and material reliability must be solved
before on-chip approach can be widely applied. The amount of
material needed for quantum rail and QDEF scales with display
sizes. QDEF consumes a lot more QD material than Quantum
rail. Therefore, QDEF is more favorable to small panels while
Quantum rail is more attractive to large panels. As a matter of
fact, Amazon’s 7.9” Kindle Fire HDX uses QDEF while Sony’s
65” Triluminos TV uses Quantum rail.
Fig. 6 plots a typical LCD system with QDEF structure. It

consists of a blue LED array, LGP to steer the light source to-
ward the TFT-LCD panel, QDEF, a series of optical films, and
polarizers [55]. Blue LEDs are placed on the edge of the LGP.
The blue light travels in the LGP and coupled out by specif-
ically designed micro extractors. The emerging blue light ex-
cites the green/red QDs dispersed in the QDEF. Once the excited
electrons relax back to their ground states, QDEF emits green
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and red lights. Brightness enhancement films (BEFs) and Dual
Bright Enhance Films (DBEFs) play a significant role in bal-
ancing the angular distribution of blue LED light and green and
red QD lights. Therefore, color uniformity at different viewing
angle can be maintained. BEFs and DBEFs also introduce light
recycling and enhance the effective optical path length within
the QDEF. This helps to reduce the QD density and avoid QD
aggregation and quenching. As a result, QDEF has an excellent
device reliability ( 30 000 hours) [38].

III. OPTIMIZATION OF QD BACKLIGHT

The unique properties of QD make it attractive as LCD back-
light. Fig. 7(a) compares the emission spectrum of QD back-
light and conventional white LED with one yellow phosphor
(1p-LED). 1p-LED has a sharp emission peak from blue LED
with a 20-nm FWHM. However, the fluorescence fromYAG:Ce
yellow phosphor is fairly broad 130 nm . The
light source itself does not exhibit separated emission bands
for green and red. Thus, the color performance totally relies
on the color filters. Fig. 7(b) shows the light spectrum after
passing through color filters; the green and red color primaries
are still not saturated and there is significant color crosstalk.
On the other hand, QD backlight remains three separated and
narrow bands. Each emission band can be designed to match the
transmission peaks of the employed color filters for increasing
light output. Fig. 7(c) depicts the color space of the Commis-
sion Internationale de l ’Eclairage (CIE) 1931. The 1p-LED has
79% AdobeRGB color gamut, while the QD backlight covers
120 color area. Therefore, QD not only widens color gamut

but also improves optical light efficiency.
Since QD backlight provides an extra design freedom in se-

lecting a desired emission spectrum, we can take this advantage
to optimize the system performance. QDs partially absorb the
incident blue light and down-convert it to green and red. The
total emission consisting of three peaks and spectral power dis-
tribution (SPD) can be described as:

(2)

where is the Gaussian function used
to fit the emission spectra of blue LED and green/red QDs, and
, , and represent the central wavelength, FWHM, and

relative intensity, respectively.
Such a discrete three color spectrum is very ideal for LCD.

Fig. 8 depicts the light flow chart in a typical LCD panel. The
incident light is split into three channels: red (R), green
(G) and blue (B) corresponding to the color filters. The TFT
aperture ratio, LC layer, applied voltage, and color filters jointly
determine the optical efficiency and color saturation of a LCD
panel. The three light channels finally mix together and transmit
out of the LCD panel with SPD given as

(3)

Fig. 7. (a) Transmission spectra of color filters and emission spectra of QD
backlight and 1p-LED. (b) The transmitted spectrum after passing through color
filters. (c) the simulated color gamut in CIE 1931.

Two metrics are defined here to evaluate the backlight
performance:
1) Total Light Efficacy (TLE):

(4)

It represents how much input light is transmitted through the
LCD panel and finally converted to the brightness perceived by
human eye. To calculate TLE, we need to consider the human
eye sensitivity function . It is centered at nm,
meaning human eyes are more sensitive to green/yellow light
[56]. TLE measures the backlight’s total efficiency; it considers
almost every factor in the display system, such as light source
spectrum, transmittance of color filters, LC layer and polarizers,
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Fig. 8. Light flow chart in a typical LCD system.

aperture ratio of each light channel, as well as human eye sen-
sitive function.
2) Color Gamut:

(5)
It indicates the range of colors that can be faithfully reproduced
by the LCD. Color gamut can be defined either in CIE 1931 or
CIE 1976 color space. Although CIE suggests using CIE 1976
definition since it is much more color uniform, many compa-
nies and research groups are still using CIE 1931 to evaluate
their products [35]. To satisfy both camps, later we will present
color gamut in both CIE 1931 and CIE 1976. Further informa-
tion regarding different color spaces can be found in [57].
A backlight with optimal should achieve a large color

gamut while maintaining high TLE. As an example, we fix the
proportion of each color component to obtain the
display white point at D65 ( , in CIE1931
color diagram) [56]. The remaining free parameters are central
wavelength and FWHM of each color component. In total, there
are free parameters and two metric functions that are
subject to optimization:

(6)

For practical considerations, we also set the following con-
straints: nm nm, nm nm,

nm nm, nm nm, nm
, nm. For such a multi-objective problem, we

chose the particle swarm optimization algorithm [58], [59] to
search for the optimal solution and found there is no single re-
sult that can co-maximize the above two objective functions.
Instead, we obtained a group of solutions; improvement of one
objective is compromised by the degradation of another objec-
tive. This group of solutions forms the so-called Pareto front.
We first analyze the color performance of a mobile display

using fringing field switching with a negative liquid crystal

Fig. 9. TLE versus color gamut in: (a) CIE 1931 and (b) CIE 1976 color space.
LCD mode: n-FFS. White Point: D65. Black solid lines represent the Pareto
front of QD backlight.

(n-FFS). Since color gamut can be defined either in CIE 1931
color space or CIE 1976 color space, we performed two sep-
arate optimizations and the results are shown in Fig. 9(a) and
9(b), respectively. The QD backlight could vary from low color
gamut (80% AdobeRGB) but high TLE (30.2 lm/W) to high
color gamut (130% AdobeRGB) but low TLE 20 lm/W .
The tradeoff between TLE and color gamut cannot be avoided
since the two objectives are intrinsically exclusive. To enhance
light efficiency, the three emission peaks should be located close
to 550 nm where human eye is most sensitive; while for the pur-
pose of extending color gamut, the emission peaks should be
well separated in order to reduce color crosstalk [58]. Given the
series of solutions, for different application needs, we can se-
lect the most suitable solution among those according to the dif-
ferent system requirements of light efficiency and color gamut.
The performances of conventional backlight sources are also

included in the same figure for comparison, including: 1) cold
cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL); 2) single-chip white LED
with yellow phosphor (1p-LED); 3) single chip white LED with
green and yellow phosphor (2p-LED); and 4) multi-chip RGB
LEDs (RGB-LED). The emission spectra are obtained from [8]
and [25]. In terms of energy efficiency and color gamut, RGB
LEDs seem to be the optimal solution, yet it requires compli-
cated driving circuits and is not cost effective. From low cost
perspective, WLED based on blue LED-pumped phosphores-
cence is still a favored choice among the conventional backlight
sources.
From Fig. 9(a), it is evident that QD backlight has supe-

rior performance to conventional backlights. For example, by
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Fig. 10. (a). Transmission spectrum of different color filters. (b) Pareto front
of TLE and color gamut for different color filters. LCD mode: n-FFS. White
Point: D65.

keeping the same TLE as that of RGB LEDs, the QD back-
light can achieve 121% color gamut, which is much larger than
that of any conventional backlights. Similarly, by keeping the
same color gamut as RGB LEDs, the QD backlight can achieve

29.2 lm/W, which is 15 higher than that of RGB
LEDs (25.3 lm/W).
According to Fig. 9(b), the color gamut defined in CIE 1976

color space is correspondingly higher. By keeping the same TLE
as that of RGB LEDs, the QD backlight can 140 color
gamut. This is a tremendous improvement compared to conven-
tional backlights and also significantly larger than that of com-
mercial OLED color gamut 100 .
Besides backlight source, color filters also play an impor-

tant role in determining LCD’s color performance [24], [27].
Fig. 10(a) shows the transmission spectra of three commercial
color filters. CF1 has the highest transmission peak but it has
significant overlap in the blue-green and red-green regions. To
reduce color crosstalk, CF2 and CF3 employ green photoresist
with a narrower FWHM but their transmittance is sacrificed.
With proper combination of CF3 and 2-p WLEDs, the LCD can
cover the whole AdobeRGB region [24]. However, this method
sacrifices the \CF transmission and therefore the display device
is less energy efficient.
For comparison, we optimized QD backlight for different CFs

and results are shown in Fig. 10(b). QD backlight with CF1
has the highest light efficiency and significant color gamut. CF2
and CF3 improve the color gamut slightly, but they drastically
reduce the system light efficiency. Narrow band color filters are

Fig. 11. Pareto front of TLE and color gamut for QD with different FWHM
lower limits.

not effective for QD backlight, especially when considering the
loss in light efficiency. It is because QD backlight itself has
very pure emission peaks and is less dependent on the color
filters. As a result, QD backlight mitigates the color separating
requirement for CFs. By using broadband CFs, the cost can be
reduced and the optical efficiency can be further improved.
The FWHM of QD emission greatly affects the display

performance. During previous calculations, we considered
Cd-based QD and set a lower limit on FWHM, namely &

nm. However, for non-Cd QD (for example, InP)
the FWHM is larger [51]. Fig. 11 depicts the performance of
QDs with different FWHM lower limits. As the lower limit
of and increases from 30 nm to 50 nm, both color
gamut and TLE are reduced. This is understandable since a
broader emission band leads to less saturated color primary
and narrower color gamut. In order to compensate this effect,
the three emission bands should be well-separated, so TLE will
decrease. In general, narrower QD emission is always preferred
for a high performance backlight. Non-Cd QDs need to enhance
color purity in order to match the performance of Cd-based
QDs. Recently platelet QDs show -nm FWHM [46], [47].
This material can further improve the display performance and
build unbeatable advantages for QD backlight.
In a LCD, the white point is obtained when all the pixels are at

their maximum grey levels, and the corresponding color temper-
ature is between 6000 K and 10000 K. However, during man-
ufacture process the white point may not occur at the desired
color coordinates, resulting in unnatural colors. The white point
can be corrected by reverse engineering. Several approaches
can be applied to balance the RGB output and achieve the de-
sired white point: 1) varying the aperture ratio of RGB primaries

; 2) optimizing the LC cell gap for a proper wave-
length; and 3) tuning the backlight emission spectrum. The first
approach adds complexity to the manufacture process, while the
second approach usually compromises the transmittance for the
G and R channels. In QD backlight, we can readily tune the QD
concentration to achieve the desired white point. In fact, the se-
lection of white point also affects the LCD performance. Fig. 12
shows the Pareto front when the white point is set at different
color temperatures. A lower color temperature white point will
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Fig. 12. Pareto front of TLE and color gamut for QD enhanced LCD with
different white point.

result in higher light efficiency but limited color gamut, while a
higher color temperature white point will result in a wider color
gamut with reduced light efficiency. A proper selection of white
point should balance both light efficiency and color gamut.
As a summary of this section, QD backlight brings several

advantages to LCDs. 1) Their narrow emission spectra lead to
vivid colors and large color gamut ( 120 in CIE 1931 and
140 in CIE 1976). 2) The LCD system light efficiency can

be improved by 15 by optimizing QD emission spectrum to
match with color filters. 3) QD backlight mitigates color sepa-
rating requirement of color filters. By using broadband CFs, the
cost can be reduced and the system light efficiency improved. 4)
QD spectrum can be readily designed for different application
needs, such as achieving different white point. In fact, QD back-
light can also be integrated with multi-color primary technique
to further improve display performance [60]. In next section, we
will combine the QD backlight with some advanced LC modes
and systematically evaluate the display performance.

IV. QD-ENHANCED LCDS

A. Different LC Modes

The applications of LCD range from smartphones, tablets,
computers, to large-screen TVs, and data projectors. Besides
general requirement needs such as high resolution, fast response
time, vivid color etc., different applications put different perfor-
mance preference on LCD products: Mobile display prefers low
energy consumption (to extend battery life), and pressure-re-
sistance (for touch screen), while large screen TV favors large
viewing angle (for multi-viewer) and excellent contrast ratio
(for image quality). Several LCD modes are developed to fulfill
different application requirements.
Table I compares four popular LC modes:
1) TN mode [61]: It uses longitudinal field to unwind the
twisted LC directors. This mode has simple structure and
high transmittance, yet its viewing angle is somewhat lim-
ited. Currently TN is mostly used in displays that do not
require high image quality, such as wristwatches, signage,
as well as laptop computers.

TABLE I
COMPARISION OF DIFFERENT LCD MODES

2) MVAmode [22], [62]: LCmolecules are initially vertically
aligned in the voltage-off state. Upon applying a voltage,
the longitudinal electric field controls the LC tilt angle to
display different grey levels. This mode has highest on-axis
contrast ratio and relatively fast response time, and is most
favorable for large screen TVs. However, its color shift at
off-axis is still noticeable.

3) IPS mode and FFS mode [20], [41], [43]: LC directors are
homogenously aligned and parallel to the optical axis of the
polarizer in the voltage-off state. Upon applying a voltage,
the transversal electric fields reorient the LC mainly in the
same plane which in turns causes phase retardation to the
incident beam for displaying gray levels.
In IPSmode, the LCmolecules above the electrodes cannot
be effectively rotated. These ‘dead zones’ lower the trans-
mittance to 70 [23]. In FFS mode, the fringe field
covers both electrode and gap regions, so that there is
no dead zone [21]. Both positive (p-FFS) and negative
(n-FFS) can be used in FFS mode; p-FFS can
achieve 88% transmittance, while n-FFS can achieve 98%.
Among all the LCD modes, FFS has the best pressure-re-
sistance [18], [19] and therefore it is widely employed for
mobile displays.

4) IPS-based IPS-BPLC: This mode uses polymer-stabilized
BPLC. In the voltage-off state, the BPLC medium appears
optically isotropic, leading to a very good dark state. When
an electric field is applied, the induced birefringence is
along the electric field direction. Macroscopically, such an
isotropic-to-anisotropic transition can be described by the
extended Kerr effect [17]. The response time of BPLC is
in the submillisecond range [63].

In principle, QD backlight can be applied to all display
modes. In Fig. 13, we compare the Pareto front of QD back-
light for five LCD modes. The device structures and material
properties of TN, IPS and MVA can be found in [58], while FFS
structure will be defined later. For all the employed LC modes,
QD backlight promises a very wide color gamut 140 in
CIE 1976 color space, but the actual optical efficiency depends
on the LC mode. As shown in Fig. 5, different QD backlight
configuration can be used to fit different panel sizes.
In comparison with MVA, IPS, and p-FFS, n-FFS shows

a much higher light efficiency. Although its transmittance is
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Fig. 13. Pareto front of TLE and color gamut for different LC modes.

slightly lower than that of TN, the passivation layer in n-FFS
serves as a built-in storage capacitor so that its TFT aperture
ratio is higher than that of TN. After considering the aperture
ratio effect the overall light efficiency of n-FFS is comparable
to that of TN, but with wider viewing angle.
Recently, significant progress has been made in FFS and

BPLC modes. Here, we demonstrate that these two modes can
also benefit from QD backlight for achieving radiant colors.

B. QD-Enhanced FFS LCD

Currently, p-FFS mode is widely employed in mobile dis-
plays, such as iPhone and iPad. The primary reason is that it is
relatively easy to obtain a large nematic LC while
keeping a low viscosity. Large helps to reduce operation
voltage while low viscosity helps to shorten response time.
However, p-FFS displays exhibit some shortcomings: 1) the
peak transmittance is limited to ; 2) the voltage-depen-
dent transmittance (VT) curves do not overlap well for RGB
colors, so it requires separate driving circuits for each color;
and 3) small but noticeable image flickering due to flexoelectric
effect [64].
To overcome these drawbacks, n-FFS LCD has been pro-

posed. It exhibits some superior performances to conventional
p-FFS [39], [40]. Fig. 14 compares the VT curves for these
two modes. The n-FFS shows following attractive properties:
1) its peak transmittance reaches nm at

. 2) RGB colors have nearly the same . The inset
of Fig. 14 depicts the normalized VT curves and they overlap
amazingly well. Thus, a single gamma curve driving can be re-
alized for n-FFS, which would simplify the driving circuit.
To improve off-axis image quality, we insert one layer of half

wave biaxial compensation film to enlarge the viewing angle
[65], [66]. Fig. 15 shows the isocontrast plots. Both p-FFS and
n-FFS can achieve a contrast ratio over 100:1 in almost the en-
tire viewing zone . To further improve off-axis contrast
ratio, multi-domain structures can be considered.
Grayscale inversion is another important concern for a

display device. Here, we compare grayscale inversion of the
single-domain n-FFS and p-FFS. Fig. 16(a) and 16(b) shows

Fig. 14. VT curves for (a) n-FFS using MLC-6882 and (b) p-FFS using MLC-
6686. The inset plots show the normalized VT curves. FFS cell: electrode width

m and electrode gap m. Cell gap are optimized at
nm with nm for n-FFS and nm for p-FFS.

Fig. 15. Isocontrast plots of biaxial-film-compensated (a) n-FFS and (b) p-FFS
nm .

Fig. 16. Viewing angle dependence of the eight gray levels for film-compen-
sated single-domain (a) n-FFS and (b) p-FFS along the diagonal direction

.

the viewing angle dependent eight gray levels for film-com-
pensated n-FFS and p-FFS according to the polar angles in
the diagonal direction, in which the grayscale inversion is the
worst. From Fig. 16(b), grayscale inversion is not observed in
p-FFS mode, whereas a tiny inversion occurs between the 7th
and the 8th gray levels in n-FFS mode when the theta angle
is larger than 70 . Fortunately, this small grayscale inversion
occurs at high gray levels (bright states), which is more difficult
to detect by human eyes than low gray levels. Human eyes are
more sensitive to the grayscale inversion at low gray levels.
To further compare the grayscale inversion between n-FFS

and p-FFS, we convert the transmittance data into gamma
curves according to , where GL stands for
gray level. All the gray levels were considered (G0-G255) and
the gamma curves of n-FFS and p-FFS are plotted in Fig. 17.
The most severe grayscale inversion occurs at G248, with
109.47% transmittance. For p-FFS, the grayscale inversion
is less severe, as the largest inversion occurs at G250 with a
105.41% transmittance. To more quantitatively evaluate the
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Fig. 17. Viewing angle dependence of gamma curves for film-compensated
single-domain (a) n-FFS and (b) p-FFS along the diagonal direction.

.

Fig. 18. Variation of display color gamut at different ambient light levels. The
LCD is assumed to have luminance intensity of 500 cd/m and 5% surface
reflection.

grayscale inversion, we used the off-axis image distortion index
, defined in [67]. Our simulations show that n-FFS and

p-FFS modes have values of 0.107 and 0.047, respectively.
Although the grayscale inversion in n-FFS is slightly worse, it
is still much superior to other conventional LCD modes, such
as TN and MVA [43]. Moreover, multi-domain FFS structures
can be used to further suppress gray level inversion.
Besides the above-mentioned features, QD backlight makes

n-FFS more appealing from color aspect:
1) Superior Image Quality at Outdoor Environment: Sun-

light readability is an important issue for mobile displays. As
the ambient light flux increases, the displayed image could be
washed out [5], [68]. The reflected ambient light degrades color
characteristics because a portion of the reflected light is also
seen as noise by the observer. For an LCD with 1p-LED back-
light, the color gamut is 95% AdobeRGB at dark room (0 lux),
but is reduced to 77% and 70%, respectively, at 1000 lux (very
bright indoor lighting) and 2000 lux (outdoor daylight in heavy
shade). The reduced color gamut deteriorates image quality.
Fig. 18 depicts the color gamut of QD-enhanced n-FFS LCD
under different ambient light levels. Although the color gamut
is reduced from 130% to 95% as the ambient light intensity in-
creases from 0 lux to 2000 lux, it still covers most AdobeRGB
color region and the image quality can be preserved. Under

Fig. 19. Color shift of RGB primaries in the film-compensated single-domain
FFS at 70 incident angle: (a) n-FFS using white LED, (b) n-FFS using
QD-LED nm , (c) p-FFS using white LED, and (d) p-FFS using
QD-LED nm . In the simulations, we fix the incident angle of the
RGB primaries at 70 , while scanning the azimuthal angle across the entire
360 at 10 step. Calculations are performed following the route in [8], [71].

the direct sunlight (10 000 lux to 30 000 lux), the color gamut
shrinks further, but still convers a great portion of AdobeRGB
color region. Moreover, according to a psychophysical phenom-
enon called Helmholtz–Kohlrausch effect [69], [70], the highly
saturated colors appear to be brighter than those with lower sat-
uration, even they have the same luminance. QDs provide sat-
urated light emission and therefore the colors remain more dis-
cernable under sunlight.
2) Suppressed Color Shift: Color shift is an important param-

eter describing the angular dependent color uniformity of a LCD
system. References [8] and [71] provide a detailed explanation
on color shift and the calculation methods. Fig. 19 depicts the
color shift of film-compensated n-FFS and p-FFS using a white
LED backlight [(a) and (c)] and a QD-LED backlight [(b) and
(d)] in CIE 1976 diagram from different azimuthal incident an-
gles at the full-bright gray level G255. From Fig. 19, we find
that FFS with QD-LED exhibits a much weaker color shift than
that using a white LED for all the RGB primaries. To quantita-
tively evaluate angular color uniformity, we calculate the color
shift values of both n-FFS and p-FFS at different az-
imuthal angles, and the data are listed in Table II.
From Table II, film-compensated n-FFS and p-FFS modes

have comparable values in each category, which means
their angular color uniformities are about the same. Detailed ex-
amination reveals the blue primary has a larger color shift than
green and red within each family. In comparison with white
LED, QD-LED shows much better angular color uniformity.
This much weaker color shift originates from the narrower spec-
tral bandwidth and less spectral overlapping of the QD-LED
backlight.
Overall, QD-enhanced n-FFS shows attractive performances

in following aspects: 1) high transmittance (98% @550 nm);
2) single gamma curve for RGB pixels; 3) wide viewing angle
and negligible color shift; 4) extremely wide color gamut; and
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TABLE II
CALCULATED VALUES OF THE FILM COMPENSATED SINGLE
DOMAIN FFS AND FFS LCDS WITH TWO DIFFERENT
BACKLIGHTS. IS SCANNED FROM TO 80 AND

IS SET AT 45 W.R.T. THE RUBBING ANGLE

TABLE III
CALCULATED VALUES OF THE FILM-COMPENSATED SINGLE-DOMAIN
AND MULTI-DOMAIN IPS-BPLC. IS SCANNED FROM TO 80 AND

IS SET AT 45 W.R.T. THE RUBBING ANGLE

Fig. 20. (a) Cell structure of etched IPS-BPLC. (b) Simulated VT curves for
RGB wavelengths. BPLC cell: etched IPS-2/4 with m and JC-BP06,
and (c) Simulated VT curves for IPS-2/3.6 (R), IPS-2/4 (G), and IPS-2/5.2 (B)
with m.

5) excellent image quality at outdoor environment. Therefore,
n-FFS is a strong contender for next-generationmobile displays.

C. QD-Enhanced IPS-BPLC

PS-BPLC has become an increasingly important technology
for display and photonic applications [9]–[11]. It exhibits sev-
eral attractive features, such as reasonably wide temperature
range, submillisecond gray-to-gray response time, no need for
alignment layer, optically isotropic voltage-off state, and large
cell gap tolerance when an IPS cell is employed.
In terms of device configuration, both IPS [14], [15] and ver-

tical field switching [72], [73] have been developed. IPS-BPLC
is more appealing to general display applications because of its
wide viewing angle and simple backlight system. Etched and
protruded electrodes are two effective methods to reduce the
operation voltage because of their deeper electric field penetra-
tion depth [15], [74]–[76]. Fig. 20(a) shows the device structure

Fig. 21. Isocontrast contours of a four-domain BPLC with a biaxial compen-
sation film.

Fig. 22. Viewing angle dependent eight gray levels of film-compensated (a)
single-domain etched IPS-BPLC and (b) multi-domain etched IPS-BPLC along
the diagonal direction . Viewing angle dependence of gamma curves
for film-compensated (c) single domain etched BPLC and (d) multi-domain
etched BPLC along the diagonal direction .

of an etched IPS-BPLC, where the electrodes are etched with
m. For equally-spaced IPS structure with m

and m, the on-state voltage of JC-BP06 is 12 V, 10 V
and 9 V for RGB colors, respectively (Fig. 20(b)). We can inten-
tionally vary the ratios for RGB sub-pixels to achieve single
gamma as Fig. 20(c) shows. The on-state voltage is ,
which can be conveniently driven by amorphous TFTs.
In the voltage-off state, PS-BPLC is optically isotropic.When

sandwiched between crossed polarizers, light leakage would
occur at an oblique angle in which the two crossed polarizers
are no longer perpendicular to each other. To widen the viewing
angle, we placed a half-wave biaxial film between the LC cell
and the analyzer to reduce the off-axis light leakage in the dark
state [23]. As Fig. 21 depicts, the viewing angle of film- com-
pensated etched IPS-BPLC is wide and symmetric. The viewing
zone with 200:1 isocontrast ratio covers over 85 . Comparing
Figs. 15 and 21, IPS-BPLC exhibits a superior viewing angle to
its nematic counterpart.
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Fig. 23. Color shift of RGB primaries at 70 incident angle in the film-com-
pensated BPLC: (a) Single domain structure, (b) Multi-domain structure. The
backlight is white LED.

Grayscale inversion is a problem for some single-domain
LCDs at off-axis. Fig. 22(a) shows the viewing angle depen-
dent eight gray levels for film-compensated single domain IPS-
BPLC. Grayscale inversion exists from 6th gray level to 8th
gray level. Comparing Fig. 22(a) with Fig. 16, we find single-
domain IPS-BPLC exhibits a more severe grayscale inversion
than single-domain nematic FFS. However, this drawback can
be overcome by the multi-domain structure [77]. Single-do-
main IPS/FFS LCDs use stripe electrodes while multi-domain
IPS/FFS LCDs use zigzag electrodes. As shown in Fig. 22(b),
grayscale inversion is eliminated by the four-domain structure.
Figs. 22(c), 22(d) also shows the viewing angle dependence of
gamma curves of single/multi-domain IPS BPLC. The off-axis
image distortion indices of single-domain and multi-domain
IPS-BPLC are 0.105 and 0.039, respectively. From Fig. 22(d),
the gamma curve of multi-domain BPLC is almost independent
of viewing angles, which assures an excellent image quality for
large off-axis viewing angle.
Multi-domain structure also helps to suppress color shift.

Fig. 23 compares the color shift for single- and multi-domain
BPLCs with white LED backlight. In multi-domain BPLC, the
Kerr effect induced is in the complementary directions
between each subdomain, resulting in an even better and more
uniformly compensated bright state. This can significantly
suppress color shift. Blue primary has most severe color shift:
for single domain IPS BPLC; its color shift is .
For four domains, the color shift is reduced to .
From Figs. 19 and 23, the color shift of BPLC and FFS is
comparable but much less than that of TN and MVA.
The just noticeable color difference (JNCD) in CIE 1976

color space is 0.0040. So the color shift of multi-domain BPLC
is quite acceptable. For commercial OLED devices, its color
shift is at 30 viewing angle. This color shift
originates from the micro cavity effect. In comparison with
OLED, BPLC shows much better off-axis color uniformity.
The most attractive feature of BPLC is its submillisecond

gray-to-gray response time. Such a fast response time not only
reduces motion blurs but also enables field sequential color
(FSC) display [78], [79] with negligible color breakup. In FSC,
the backlight sequentially emits RGB lights, and the LCD panel
is synchronized with the backlight to display the required gray
levels of each color. This color generation method does not
require the conventional spatial color filters, therefore it offers
3X higher optical efficiency and resolution density.

Fig. 24. Performance comparison of RGB OLED and QD enhanced BPLC.

QDs also improve the light efficiency and color performance
for BPLC. It can be used for BPLC with color filters (normal
mode) or FSC mode without color filters. In normal mode, QDs
can be integrated either on-chip, on-cell or on-surface, and it
functions similarly to its nematic counterpart. For FSC mode,
the on-chip method should be used to only allow one color into
the backlight system at a time. Current FSC LCDs use separated
RGB LEDs as light source [27]. Although the quantum effi-
ciency of blue and red semiconductor LEDs are pretty high, the
availability of high efficiency green LED remains a challenge
[80]. As a result, more green LEDs are needed in the backlight
unit. This adds cost and energy consumption. Instead, green QD
can be integrated with blue or UV LED to obtain highly efficient
green emission. This concept is also known as color-by-blue dis-
plays [81]. It is also relatively easy to generate a specific color
by changing the particle size of QDs than looking for a spe-
cific semiconductor material. Moreover, the radiative lifetime
of QDs is ns. Such a fast response time is more than suf-
ficient for FSC operation.
Compared to nematic LCDs, BPLC possesses several attrac-

tive features: 1) submillisecond response time, 2) wide viewing
angle and negligible color shift; 3) excellent dark state; 4) sim-
pler fabrication process (no need for surface alignment); and 5)
large cell gap tolerance and touch insensitivity. It is suitable for
both mobile displays and TVs.
Fig. 24 compares the performance of QD-enhanced BPLC

(QD-BPLC) with RGBOLEDs. QD-BPLC now has advantages
in lifetime, power consumption, resolution density, color gamut,
and cost. On the other hand, OLED still holds advantages in true
black state (dark ambient), thin profile and flexibility. However,
LCDs manifest the same level of ambient contrast ratio under
the ambient light illumination [3], [5] and have less color shift.
With local dimming technique, the dynamic contrast ratio [6]
of LCDs can also be significantly improved. Slim LCD TV
2 mm and curved LCD TV are emerging in the market.
Motion blur was previously considered as a major drawback

for TFT LCDs. Motion blur is often characterized by motion
picture response time (MPRT) [82]. Unlike CRT which is an
impulse-type display, both active matrix OLED and LCD are
holding-type displays. Therefore, their MPRT is affected by ma-
terial response time and sample-and-hold (S&H) effect [83].
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According to a numerical analysis [82], when the material re-
sponse time is reduced to submillisecond range, the MPRT is
mainly determined by the S&H effect. For example, LG tested
the MPRT for both LCD and OLED TVs [84]. Although OLED
has much faster material response time (0.11 ms) than LCD
(5.69 ms), their MPRT is comparable (6.65 ms for OLED vs.
7.56 ms for LCD) when driven at 120 Hz frame rate. BPLC has
submillisecond material response time and, therefore, it can ef-
fectively mitigate the motion blur artifacts to a level similar to
OLED. To further reduceMPRT, we have to increase the driving
frequency to 240 Hz or higher. This could be a serious chal-
lenge for high resolution displays because the charging time for
each TFT is greatly reduced. This problem is worse for the cur-
rent-driven OLED as it requires more TFTs for each pixel.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

We have briefly reviewed the recent advances in quantum
dots-enhanced LCDs for both mobile displays and TVs. QD
backlight offers several advantages to LCDs, including: 1)
highly saturated colors and wider color gamut ( 120 in CIE
1931 and 140 in CIE 1976); 2) higher optical efficiency
(up by 15%); 3) relaxed requirement for color filters; 4) perfect
white point and mitigated color shift; and 5) retaining high
contrast ratio under ambient light illumination. Two special QD
LCDs are investigated in detail.
1) QD-enhanced FFS: It shows vivid colors, high optical ef-
ficiency, wide viewing angle, perfect white point, and im-
proved ambient contrast ratio for mobile displays.

2) QD-enhanced BPLC: It reduces image blurs while keeping
above-mentioned properties.

QD backlights are still evolving, and there are still several as-
pects that need further development, including: 1) To reduce QD
toxicity and improve material quality of non-Cd QDs [50]. 2) To
enhance the compatibility of QDs with silicone/ polymeric ma-
trix so that QDs can be well dispersed without deteriorating pho-
toluminescence and stability [85]. 3) To develop quantum rods
with controllable emission direction/light polarization [86], [87]
and QD platelets that offer highly saturated light emission [46],
[47]. 4) To improve the optical packaging and material stability
for on-chip method [88]. 5) To develop low cost, large panel QD
films. Despite these technical challenges, QD-enhanced LCDs
already show great advantages and potentials. The prime time
for QD-enhanced LCDs is near.
The development of quantum dots together with blue phase

LC add two strong wings to LCD industry, and make LCDs
more appealing while competing with OLEDs. LCD can now
match almost all the features that OLED can offer, except flexi-
bility. Moreover, the cost of LCDs of all sizes is tough to beat by
upstart technologies such as OLEDs. With dramatic improve-
ments in color and response time, LCD is likely to continue its
dominance. The prime time for QD-enhanced LCDs is around
the corner.
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